Proposal from France

IGC Ranking List and Sailplane Grand Prix:

Proposal: use a special formula to convert SGP results into 1000-point score

For instance: the SG winner receive 1000 points, the 2nd pilot 975 points, the 3rd one 960, the 4th 945, etc

or

The SG winner receive points from what says the classic rule, the 2nd pilot: \([\text{winner’s points} – 15]\) points, the 3rd one: \([\text{winner’s points} – 30], \text{etc…}\)

Argumentation: Up to now the results of a Sailplane Grand Prix are injected into the IGC RL with the same rules as a classical 1000-point scoring competition. This is not fair: in a Grand Prix the points are shared between pilots while the 1000-point scoring is proportional. As a result all pilots flying a Grand Prix -except the winner- receive a weak performance score in the IGC Ranking List. That leads to a ranking that does not mirror the level of pilots. It’s a real issue since more and more entry systems use the IGC Ranking List in case of oversubscription.